
Arctos & BirdArctos & Bird is located in Banff National Park; you’ll find the spirit of this special place at the  is located in Banff National Park; you’ll find the spirit of this special place at the 
heart of everything we do.  Our hospitality and property management operations are built on heart of everything we do.  Our hospitality and property management operations are built on 
social and environmental values: we create spaces where people and nature can thrive.social and environmental values: we create spaces where people and nature can thrive.

We’re looking for a We’re looking for a Chief Operating OfficerChief Operating Officer with the passion to lead our team as we build  with the passion to lead our team as we build 
back better out of the pandemic. Grounded by a thorough understanding of hospitality, finance back better out of the pandemic. Grounded by a thorough understanding of hospitality, finance 
and administration, the person who will run our company wants to make business matter in and administration, the person who will run our company wants to make business matter in 
the 21st century.the 21st century.

Our ideal candidate has skills and experience while knowing there’s always more to learn. Our ideal candidate has skills and experience while knowing there’s always more to learn. 
They take time to understand the strengths of their team and motivate them to shine. They They take time to understand the strengths of their team and motivate them to shine. They 
know how to measure both the bottom line and our contributions to nature and community.know how to measure both the bottom line and our contributions to nature and community.

If you’re looking for a chance to bring your values to work, help others grow and leave your If you’re looking for a chance to bring your values to work, help others grow and leave your 
mark on Canada’s most cherished destination, we’d love to hear from you.  mark on Canada’s most cherished destination, we’d love to hear from you.  

Ready to learn more? Email us for more details and the full job description: 
recruit@arctosbanff.ca

Lead Our Company 


